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The workout
> Do eight to 12 repetitions of
each exercise, and switch so
the opposite leg is supporting
the movement. Once you
become proficient, you can add
external weight or resistance
to the workout, such as
dumbbells, a weighted vest or
mini-bands. Good posture and
form is essential. Go as slow as
necessary to keep your balance.
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Stabilizes posture within the swing and engages
hip mobility creating additional power. Builds
strength in golfers wrists affecting the grip which
maintains proper club face angle and alignment.

Repeat 7-10 times coordinating breath with the
movement

Begin on allfours, hands placed directly under
the shoulders and hips over knees. Spread
fingers as wide as possible. On the exhale,
draw the naveltowards the spine, pressing the
spine towards the ceiling as the buttocks
engage. Tuck the chin into the chest, stretching
the upper back. On the inhale, drop the spine
towards the floor, paying attention to press the
thoracic spine towards the floor, shoulders roll
back.

Keep the neck in a more neutral position to
avoid hyperextension.

Padding (such as a rolled up mat or blanket)
under knees and tops of feet if needed. 59



increases shoulder mobility which creates a
larger disassociation between shoulders and
hips. lncreased disassociation creates a larger
"X factor" leading to increased distance.

Repeat 5-7 times coordinating breath with the
movement and hold for

Get down on allfours and place your right
elbow behind the head. lnhale and twist from
the thoracic spine toward the ceiling. Exhale
and tuck the right shoulder under the left
shoulder.
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